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Postellers are creating a Legacy to record the group's
story over 48 years. More details next month.
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So much fun!
Lewis
Extremely funny
and exhausting
Morgan
It was really fun and I
want to do it again
Kai

Sno-tubing
.

Lucy enjoying the ride

Medway

Sno-tubing, what fun!

It was a lot of fun even if
we had to walk all the way
up to go back down again!
Sarah

Good fun. Went
several times.
Ben

Great fun and I
enjoyed it all
Lucy

So much fun – would
love to go again!
Morgan

Sno-tubing
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Don't forget to LIKE Postellers on
Facebook. You will find lots of current
and former Postellers already there and
we're keen to get many more! Most
importantly, it is there that we will be
putting the latest updates about
Postellers, our legacy and future events.
We're easy to find - just Google
Postellers Facebook or go direct to:
facebook.com/Postellers/

Postellers Winter Weekend to Oxford Write-up
25th–26th February 2017

10 pin bowling
was really fun
but I didn’t get
any strikes

We got a
few strikes!

Had loads of
fun and came
third!
Morgan

A lot of fun
especially
because I
came first in
my group
Lucy

10
Pin
Bowling

Lots of fun!
Sarah

A freezing cold
walk along the
Thames

Early spring ducklings
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What Postellers said about it……….
At first I didn’t know
how to skate but then
I got used to it
Kai

Fun, but hurt a lot
when falling over
Morgan

Preparing to ice skate
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It was very pretty there,
and I loved it when we saw
the ducklings!

Lunch stop at
Savill Gardens

Disco
Skate
It was fun and I was very
happy I still remembered
how to skate?
Sarah

Very nice and
had loads of fun
Morgan

Windsor

Loved ice skating
so much
Lucy

Nice views and I
enjoyed feeding the
ducks.
Lucy

I loved feeding
the ducks.
Kai

Lunch at Savill Gardens
Sarah having a rest
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